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The topic developed in this paper tries by means of a simulation
to perform a comparative study between the performances of
two multi-frequency GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)

which are not yet in full capability:

 Modernized GPS 
and 

 Galileo. 

Performance include:

Time to fix ambiguities                          High success rate

Precision of coordinates                   static relative positioning



Case of long baselines (>100 Km ):

Estimation of atmospheric delay makes the observation 
model weak 

Considering the double-differenced (DD):

Atmospheric delays as quantities of stochastic nature, the 
number of unknowns in this case decreases and leads to 
the reduction of time of fixing ambiguities



To reach our purpose:

Focus on the stochastic model              takes into account the   
following effects: 

 Mathematical correlation 

 Spatial correlation (depends on baseline length)

 Dependency of noise with satellite elevation angle.



Quantifying the spatial correlation 



Assumptions

Formulas (1) and (2) denote that for DD and for GPS:

Orbital error standard deviation amounts is about 1.5 mm for 20 Km baseline

Standard deviation of ZD orbital errors reaches about 1 m
Due to:

Spatial correlation among the ZD orbital errors.

We try to estimate approximately the amount of this correlation.



We make these approximations 

-The variances for ZD orbital error are assumed equal:

Also, we consider that

Equation (7) is so called spatial correlation model



(Spatial correlation model) 



This model:

Variance of the ZD and DD error,

Approximately the value of covariance

Or

The value of covariance that exists between individual errors.

By the same model we can estimate approximately the spatial correlation
values relative to the tropospheric and ionospheric delays (using values
provided in table 1) in order to build the stochastic model.

Knowing

Estimate

Derive



Baseline

Short

(0-20 Km)

Medium

(20-100 Km)

Long

(100-500 Km)

Errors in DD

<1 cm <20 cm

<10 cm <40 cm <100 cm

<0.5 cm <1 cm <2 cm

Equation (9), we adopt a simple spatial correlation formulation for the stochastic

model. We assume also that all the DD errors which are of the same type having the

same standard deviation. The temporal correlation and the elevation angle

dependency have not been considered in this simple formulation.

The following table provides the values of standard deviations of DD tropospheric

and ionosphere delays for different baselines.

Tab 1: Standard deviations of atmospheric delays in DD for short, medium and long baseline 

[Feng 2008].



Observations equation for single epoch

Before describing the observations equation, we start by noting that the ionospheric
delay can be approximated by these models respectively [Datta-Barua et al 2008],
[Alizadeh 2013]









GPS Galileo

Frequency L1 L2 L5 E2L1E1 E5b E5a

20 20 15 20 20 15

2 2 1.5 2 2 1.5

Tab 2 : Standard deviations for ZD noise at zenith for high-end receiver [Nardo 2015]. 



Ambiguity resolution (review of LAMBDA method)



Ambiguity search space defined by



Results



Fig 2: Variation of time of fix of ambiguities with baseline length for triple-frequency GPS (top) and triple-frequency 
Galileo (bottom). Success probability: 99.9 %. 10 satellites continuously tracked.



Fig 3 : Variation of the DOP (cycles) relevant of baseline length for double and  triple-frequency GPS , triple-

frequency Galileo for 5 s and 10 s interval. Success probability: 99.9 %. 10 satellites continuously tracked.



Analysis

 The GNSS performance that we focus on in this study, is essentially the time required to fix

ambiguities for different baseline lengths

 Integer ambiguities in the simulation are fixed by a success probability that exceeds 99.9%

 GNSS observations are accumulated until a success probability of 99.9% is reached for each

baseline

In addition to the mentioned performance that we focus on, we investigate the effect of varying the

sampling time on the results.

 Figure 1 below shows the plot of the time required to fix ambiguities against the baseline length.

 We can remark from figure 1 that there is no significant difference in behavior between the two

triple-frequency GNSS in terms of time required to fix ambiguities

 When observations are sampled at 5 s interval with a baseline of 500 km, the time to fix

ambiguities with a success probability of 99.9 % reaches about 13 min, whereas when choosing

a sampling time of 10 s, the time to fix ambiguities becomes 25 min

 The two triple-frequency GNSS behave almost by the same manner i.e. having fairly the same

time of fix for the same baseline and same sampling time

 Furthermore, it is clear from the figure 1 that the time of fix of ambiguities increases as the

sample time increases. Although the significant observation time (25 min) allows to change the

satellite geometry which is beneficial in decorrelating ambiguities, it appears not sufficient here

to achieve this.
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